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WE'VE HELPED
INVESTORS
REACH THEIR
FINANCIAL GOALS

Since Inception

This document is a comprehensive overview of
the origin, purpose, journey, and destination of
TRADE HUB SOLUTIONS. The paper provides
information to anyone looking to become a
partner or investor with ,TRADE HUB SOLUTIONS
such that they understand the values and integrity
held by the investment company. 
 
The origin of this company is simply illustrated
with the need to solve the problems most
investors (and investment companies) faced at the
time of inception. The purpose is thus rooted in
the origin, and is explicitly introduced in the
companies Vision and Mission statements found
in this document and on the company's website.
The journey has been highly progressive so far,
with happy and satisfied clients. Even when the
odds stood against us, our insurance policies
ensured that our investors didn't have to suffer
unnecessary losses. Our destination is that point
where everyone who joins our clientele becomes
convinced that we are that friendly, accessible,
and result-oriented company that keeps to its
word.
 
This whitepaper is updated as we make significant
strides as a company, and thus may require you
to also speak with our customer care unit,
marketers, or any authorized agent, partner or
member of the company.
We look forward to having you onboard.
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Where we are

TODAY



The model is simple: using human and mathematical models, we spot trade
opportunities on commodities such as gold, diamond, natural gas and so
many others, as well as cryptocurrencies. Then the investments made by
clients is distributed by quota into these assets, using artificial intelligence.
The profit generated is distributed to investors with a valid investment plan,
and according to the investment package enrolled in. Trade calls are backed
by other stakes to bet the market flotation in order to avoid loss to the
clients as minimum as possible, where this returns are been done 5 times in
a week.

HOW TO EARN WITH US

ABOUT US

TRADE HUB SOLUTIONS was founded in 2013 with the goal of overhauling 
global capital markets infrastructure. That vision has become a reality through 
intensive technology development and deep collaboration with the world's 
leading financial institutions.

 

About Our

COMPANY
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We use a kind of margin known as PAMM (percent allocation management
module) which makes sure this profits are always allocated. If any losses
occur, it is managed by the company not its investor (thanks to our internal
investment insurance policy). This means the investors always get their
allocated profit. This is an apt example of a win-win approach for all clients.
 
Investors are meant to select a package where this generated profits are
distributed based on what is invested (higher investment plans attract higher
returns on investment), withdrawals are made weekly or monthly , and are
paid out in cryptocurrencies (bitcoin).

PROFIT GENERATING PRINCIPLES
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Our Portfolio

OVERVIEW

Identifying meaningful investment
opportunities in the financial
market is getting more challenging.
Most investors go through a series
of advise and still miss out on the
ideal assets distribution for a
profitable portfolio. So, we took the
guess work out of the way and put
the work on our shoulders. We
designed a portfolio structure that
makes the investment both secure
and profitable at the same time.
 
We identify and analyze emerging
trends in the markets. Then we put
together the market dynamics,
regulations and strategies that are
constantly impacting the markets,
in order to obtain optimum output.
Considering all these, we design
investment classes to adapt to
client's goals at the point of entry.
That's why each investor feels like
the only one we have. We make it
all bout the investor.
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The benefits of trading with  include:TRADE HUB SOLUTIONS  
-Complete transparency of all transactions.   
-Each trader is in control of his trading account.   
-All transactions on our website are monitored and regulated by law.  
TRADE HUB SOLUTIONS’S leading traders have been involved in its development.
It is designed to meet modern security and trading requirements; Individual
service for each client. It doesn't matter whether you have had previous
experience trading crypto currency or not. We will guide you through the
crypto currency trading. For this purpose, we provide not only high-quality
education, but also interaction with personal managers.

BENEFITS OF INVESTING WITH US

OUR VISION: We are a trading and investment management company aimed
at providing clients the best possible services in today’s markets.  
OUR MISSION: As a leading global market maker, Trade Hub Solutions
is committed to creating the most user-friendly trading investment experience
for all our clients while achieving maximum profitability. We strive to bring
the most advanced technology and develop new tools to allow traders to
trade with confidence and success. In addition to our tools, we also ensure
that our customer service is of the highest level. Whatever request that you
as an investor may make, we will make every effort to ensure that it will be
handled in a timely and professional manner.
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Investor

BENEFITS
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SERVICES:
Trade Hub Solutions is a leading investment provider to financial market
professionals. Our technical strategies cover equity, Forex, commodities and
fixed-income markets. Our market depth and knowledge are attributed to
our acquired experience on trading floors of many banking institutions.

OUR EARNINGS: Since inception our platform has generated a total sum of
one billion, five hundred and eighty million, three hundred and seventy-five
thousand, two hundred and thirty dollars ($1,580,375,230) equivalent to
(199,815.812 BTC) in profits alone since inception through our wide range of
earning options, with three hundred and sixty-nine thousand investment
accounts (369,000) and an active daily transaction of over two hundred and
forty-three thousand dollars ($243,000+) we have been able to satisfy every
single investor we have ever worked with across the one hundred and
twenty-seven (127) countries we currently support. Investors can grow their
investment and earn profits in our platform in the following ways:  
1.      By purchasing an investment plan.  
2.      By direct commission on their referrals.  
3.      By participating in our representative program.  
4.      Through our shares.  
5.      By participating in our affiliate marketing program.
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Investor

BENEFITS



Our first step towards risk management is identification and assessment of
the risks involved in our investment strategies, which in this case involves
the following: loss of investment capital through mismanagement of funds,
losses due to general market downtrend, losses due to cyber attacks and
system failures. Upon successful identification and assessment we employ
the following strategies:  
-Avoidance: we avoid mismanagement of funds by employing skilled traders
with a minimum of six years experience in the financial sector or at least
three years in the stock exchange market. -Reduction: we reduce losses due
to general market downtrend by investing in commodities like Gold to
ensure consistent profit generation.  
-Sharing: sharing losses between regular investors and stakeholders
minimizes the total percentage loss per investor, this ensures that we
maintain the minimum achievable profit for every investment plan.  
-Retention: we also budget for cases of cyber attacks by mapping a
significant percentage of the company’s profit monthly for system
maintenance and general security upgrade.  

RISK MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY OF FUNDS

Risk Management and

FUNDS SECURITY
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In

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we intend to get to the top of the crypto investment market
and maintain our position against all odds for as long as it’s humanly
possible. Our team of experts are constantly working towards the
development of new and advanced trading strategy for consistent
guaranteed profits.

CONCLUSION

FOREX  
Forex trading is the act of buying or selling currencies. Banks, central banks,
corporations, institutional investors and individual traders exchange foreign
currency for a variety of reasons, including balancing the markets, facilitating
international trade and tourism, or making a profit.
 

CRYPTOCURRENCY  
With cryptocurrency being young, and the market being historically volatile,
there is no yes or no answer about the wisdom of investing in
cryptocurrency. It is with this in mind that we cover some pros and cons and
friendly (but not professional) advice.
 

STOCKS  
Invest in commodity-related stocks. Buying stocks to related to certain
commodities is a way to bet on the value of a commodity without incurring
all of the risk of futures trading. Commodity investments tend to attract
more investor attention when inflation fears start to mount.
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Having presented this to you, we implore you to join us on this amazing
journey to create and secure wealth for everyone on-board.
 
You can use any of the contacts below to reach us right now or get back to
the person who sent this document to you.
 
We look forward to seeing you in the  family.TRADE HUB SOLUTIONS

You Can

JOIN US NOW!

YOU ARE WELCOME TO JOIN US

YES! SIGN ME UP!
CLICK THE BUTTON BELOW TO JOIN

Whatsapp/Phone
+1(646)-875-8960  
 

Email
support@tradehubsolutions.com


